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Well, as I am sure that you know, the 2021 Canberra Model Railway Expo was a success.
We attracted about 2,254 paying patrons, plus kids who were admitted free of charge. So,
we covered costs, much to Phil’s relief, and made enough to ensure our operations for the
next year (rental, maintenance, insurance, etc). To those of you who contributed in some
way, the President has extended his thanks and appreciation in his email of 29 March.
“Hi
I would like to pass on my heartfelt thanks to everyone who spent time working for the Club
at the 2021 Canberra Model Railway Expo.
I would like to offer a special thanks to Chris Neil, Andrew Lund, Phil Young, Terry Smith and
Mal Irving for their work organising the show and to those who managed the six layouts that
we had on display.
Obviously, I cannot forget Volker Aeuckens who spent most of his time on the Entrance
ushering-in the 2,250 odd people who came through the door helping to raise a record take.
I cannot mention everyone, unfortunately, but thank you all for a job well done!
Regards
Robert B Morton
President
CMRCI”
As the President says, thanks must go to those who took on the considerable burden of
recruiting exhibitors and traders, organising, liaising and managing the show. Despite the

many positive and enthusiastic remarks by patrons, exhibitors and traders alike, the
Management Team have already convened to analyse our operations at the Expo in order to
come up with even better arrangements for next year. They are:
MANAGEMENT TEAM
• Expo Co-ordinator:
• Assistant Co-ordinator:
• Site Manager:
• Finance
• Registrar:
• COVID -19 Manager:
• Caterer:

Chris Neil
Andrew Lund
Terry Smith
Phil Young
Mal Irving
Bob Morton
Peter Zimmermann

Special thanks to Peter Zimmerman, who organised, cooked and delivered the lunches. A
considerable effort with tasty results.

Peter at work in the kitchen
– he makes it look easy.

The setting out team in
action – Wendy, Pat and
Paul

The reception team – John and Mal organising the Casula Hobbies staff.

The nearly oldest, Phil the Elder and Tyler, by far our youngest member.

The awards – Through the generosity of our sponsors, CMRCI is able to present three
awards to exhibitors at our Expo. The awards are:
•
•
•

Best Scenery Layout – sponsored by Models n More.
Best Exhibition Layout – sponsored by IDR Models.
Most Popular Layout – sponsored by Model Railroad Craftsman.

The winner this year are:
•

BEST SCENERY LAYOUT

Ebor Vale by Vance Brown/CMNSG. An N scale English country layout, authentic,
good use of colour, neatly finished, excellent structures, lots of train traffic and full of
detail.
•

MOST POPULAR LAYOUT

Wingello an
HO scale NSW
layout
exhibited by
the Georges
River Model
Railway Club.

• BEST EXHIBITION LAYOUT
The best exhibition layout was Ettamogah HO layout that is based on the actual Ettamogah
Rail Hub, about 10 km north of Albury. The layout was featured on the front cover of the
February 2021 Australian Model Railway Magazine with an accompanying lengthy article.
The layout has authentic well executed scenery, ran very well indeed with continuous action
and shunting. The location adjacent to the main North-South line allowed for plenty of traffic
apart from miles of container trains. The layout is 8m x 4m in size.

The layout is owned by Graeme Schulz and Peter Allen seen above. The layout was
exhibited with the assistance of the Murray Railway Modellers Club members.

Neville
running
Hi-Brid
and
talking to
patrons at
the same
time. One
of the
four
models
exhibited
by CMRCI
– plus
Iron Rock
Pass.

I am tempted to call this photo: The Critics” George and PeterZ checking out other
nearby layouts.

Phil standing by The Zig-Zag layout. Unfortunately, due to a failed power pack, the
layout was not operational on the day.
Phil
describing the
layout to a
patron.

McEvoy Junction in operation surrounded by patrons (and a few members!)

That’s all, Folks – The 2022 Canberra Model Railway Expo will be
held on 26/27 March 2022 – see you there!

